12/14/18 – Stolen Pull-Tab Games

The following pull-tab games were stolen in the Savage area.

Note that attempts have been made to redeem tickets as far north as Wright County.

Game: **Cherry Poppin**  
Serial #5994982

Game: **Cherry Poppin**  
Serial #5994989

Game: **Big Bar**  
Serial #5659136

Game: **Big Bar**  
Serial #5659178

Game: **Sasquatch**  
Serial #5812798

Game: **7 Come 11**  
Serial #5857109

Game: **7 Come 11**  
Serial #5857112

Game: **On the Bandwagon**  
Serial #6C34126

Game: **Holy Moly Guacamole**  
Serial #6L70762

Game: **Drink On**  
Serial #6L70904

Game: **Cash Box**  
Serial #6L70918

Attempts have been made to deconstruct then reconstruct the pull-tab tickets so that the serial number on the front would match a game being played at a site.

BE SURE TO CHECK THE SERIAL NUMBER ON THE FRONT AND THE BACK OF EACH TICKET REDEEMED. Sometimes you can tell a ticket has been altered by feeling for cuts or pastes.

If someone attempts to redeem at your site:

1. Do not redeem the ticket(s).
2. Retain the ticket(s) if possible.
3. Identify the person attempting to redeem the ticket(s) by their driver’s license by either scanning it or writing down the information from the license before giving it back.
4. Attempt to obtain a description and license plate number of any vehicle the suspect is driving, if possible.
5. Notify local police and the Gambling Control Board of any attempt to redeem the ticket(s) as soon as possible.

If your organization is the victim of a burglary, notify the Minnesota Gambling Control Board at 651-539-1900 immediately.